In-Store Update

This activity uses attendees to learn about a specific child restraint and then share what they learned with the group.

Depending on the number of attendees and CRs, this can be done individually or as a team.

Time recommendations:

- Research: 15 minutes per CR (so 45 minutes if each person/group has 3 CRs to examine)
- Discussion and Demonstration: 5-10 minutes per CR. More if the discussion includes installations in the parking lot.

Provide each attendee with the questions to answer and with handouts or blank paper.

Rear Facing Only CR

- What are the height/weight requirements?
- What are the acceptable carrying handle positions?
- If there is a newborn insert, what are the limits for use?
- Where are the Lower Anchors stored?
- Where is the belt path when used without the base?
- Is there an expiration date on the CR?
- What does the manual say about angle (adjustable foot, and use of noodles/rolled towel)?
- How do you adjust the harness (height, snugness)?
- What interesting labeling did you find?
Convertible/All in One CR

- What are the height/weight/age requirements when used RF? FW?
- If there is a newborn insert, what are the limits for use?
- Where are the Lower Anchors stored?
- Where is the tether stored?
- What are the lower anchor weight limits?
- What is the tether weight limit?
- What does the manual say about tether use?
- What harness slots are allowed RF? FF?
- Is there an expiration date on the CR?
- What does the manual say about angle (EX: use of noodles/rolled towel)? What positions can be used RF? FW?
- How do you adjust the harness (height, snugness)?
- What interesting labeling did you find?

FF Combination

- What are the height/weight requirements with the harness? As a belt-positioning booster?
- Where are the Lower Anchors stored?
- Where is the tether stored?
- What are the lower anchor weight limits?
- What is the tether weight limit?
- What does the manual say about tether use?
- What does the manual say about harness slot selection?
- How do you adjust the harness (height, snugness)?
- Is there an expiration date on the CR?
- What does the manual say about using in an upright or semi-reclined position?
- Can the lower anchors or tether be used when used as a BPB?
- What interesting labeling did you find?

Belt Positioning Booster

- What are the height/weight requirements?
- Are there lower anchors? Where are the Lower Anchors stored?
- Is there a tether? Where is the tether stored?
- What are the lower anchor weight limits?
- Can the lower anchors and/or tether be used?
- What does the manual say about the armrests (if present and adjustable)?
- Is there a shoulder belt adjustment strap? How/when is it used?
- How do you adjust the back on a HB booster?
- What interesting labeling did you find?